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Abstract
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is
commonly used in the development of non-real-time
systems and is gaining popularity in the object-oriented
real-time community as well. Recently, Rational
Software Corporation teamed with ObjecTime, Ltd to
develop UML for Real-Time (UML-RT). UML-RT uses
the extensibility mechanisms of UML to incorporate
concepts from ROOM (Real-time Object-Oriented
Modeling language) and Role modeling from
ObjecTime. We present a novel method for capturing
the temporal parameters of a real-time application in a
UML-RT model so that schedulability analysis can be
performed.

1. Introduction
Real-time software systems are widely applied in
domains such as telecommunications, aerospace,
defense, and automatic control applications. High
assurance systems engineering of these systems is
critical since even a small malfunction has serious
consequences. Thus, methods for developing and
modeling real-time systems and rigorously verifying
behavior before committing to code are of great interest
to many researchers [13].
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is
commonly used in the development of non-real-time
systems and is gaining popularity in the object-oriented
real-time community as well [20]. Recently, Rational
Software Corporation teamed with ObjecTime, Ltd to
develop UML for Real-Time (UML-RT) [12]. UMLRT uses the extensibility mechanisms of UML to
incorporate concepts from ROOM (Real-time ObjectOriented Modeling language) and Role modeling from
ObjecTime [21]. It can be used to help capture and
understand the structural and behavioral patterns on
which all other aspects of the system depend.
Moreover, UML-RT is extremely useful in modeling
the reactive nature of many real-time systems.
Two temporal parameters, release times and
deadlines, often distinguish real-time systems from
non-real-time systems. In general, a constraint imposed
on the timing behavior of a job is called a timing

constraint. If the validation that a real-time system
always meets the timing constraint is required, we call
this system a hard real-time system. Validation has
normally meant a demonstration by a provably correct,
efficient procedure or by exhaustive simulation and
testing. Because of the criticality of real-time systems,
efficient validation algorithms and methods as well as
scheduling and resource management strategies are
generally regarded as essential content in this area [11].
As a successful tool, UML-RT provides a model to
analyze complex, event-driven, real-time systems by
mirroring the way real-time systems actually work, and
ultimately helps construct and generate code for
complete, mission critical real-time applications.
However, it fails to extract, represent, and analyze
temporal parameters, which are the essential attributes
of real-time systems. Therefore, it is difficult to validate
a system in the early design and development stages for
temporal correctness, even though UML models
support the validation of functional or behavioral
requirements.
We present a novel method for capturing the
temporal parameters in an UML-RT model so that
schedulability analysis can be performed. Our method
uses the extensibility mechanisms of UML.
Schedulability analysis of object-oriented systems is
itself a complicated topic beyond the scope of this
paper. However, we note that once the temporal
parameters of the real-time application have been
identified using our method, the schedulability analysis
work of Saksena and his co-authors can be applied for
fixed priority scheduling algorithms [15, 16, 17].
(Their work is briefly compared with ours in section 4.)
To the best of our knowledge, schedulability analysis
for real-time applications with an object-oriented design
and executed with a deadline-driven scheduling
algorithm remains an open problem.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 provides an introduction to UML-RT. The
method for capturing the temporal properties of the
real-time application within the UML-RT model is
presented in Section 3. Discussion of related work is
deferred to Section 4 (after our method has been
presented). Our conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. UML for Real-Time

2.1. Structure Modeling in UML-RT

We assume the reader has a basic understanding of
UML and object-oriented design and development
methodologies, but not of UML-RT. Thus, background
material on UML-RT is presented to assist the reader in
understanding our method for extracting the temporal
properties of a real-time application and specifying
them as temporal parameters in a UML-RT model. We
begin with a brief overview of ROOM and UML for
completeness.
ROOM is a modeling language with formal
semantics for the purposes of specifying, visualizing,
documenting, and automating the construction of realtime systems. ROOM use role-modeling concepts,
which capture the structural communication patterns
between software components, to support architectural
design patterns. ROOM models are composed of actors
that communicate with each other by sending messages
along protocols. Actors may be hierarchically
decomposed, and have behaviors described by ROOM
charts. Descriptions of actors, protocols, and behaviors
can all be reused through inheritance.
UML is a general-purpose language for visualizing,
specifying, constructing, and documenting the artifacts
of a software system. The vocabulary of UML
encompasses three kinds of building blocks: things,
relationships, and diagrams [2]. UML is open-ended,
and provides extensibility mechanisms to allow users to
extend the language in controlled ways. The
mechanisms include stereotypes, tagged values, and
constraints. With UML, a software system’s use case
view, design view, process view, implementation view,
deployment view and their interactions can be
expressed to capture the architecture of the system.
UML-RT is a combination of concepts in
ROOM and UML. It includes constructs for modeling
both the structure and behavior of a real-time system
[22, 23]. The rest of this section presents these
constructs, and uses diagrams from [22].

The three principal constructs for modeling structure
are capsules, ports, and connectors.
Capsules are the fundamental elements in UMLRT modeling. They are a specialization of classes that
have the same properties as classes. As such, capsules
are a grouping of objects, based on common
characteristics.
Capsules are distinguished from
ordinary classes by their communication mechanisms.
Each capsule has at least one port through which it
communicates with other objects, and ports are the only
means of interaction with the external world for
capsules. A capsule may contain collaborating subcapsules, as shown in Figure 1. A capsule may have at
most one state machine that is in charge of sending and
receiving signals through ports, and controlling certain
constructs of the internal structure. A state machine
depicts the behavioral characters of capsules and is
described in Section 2.2. Normally, ports, connectors,
and sub-capsule are created and destroyed at the same
time as the containing capsule. However, some subcapsules can be created and destroyed dynamically by
the state machine of the capsule. A capsule may also
contain plug-in roles, which are actually placeholders
for sub-capsules that are filled in dynamically.
Ports are objects that act as interfaces on the
boundary of a capsule. (Thus, ports are objects within a
capsule.) There are two kinds of ports: relay ports and
end ports. Relay ports are connected to sub-capsules to
simply pass all signals through, while end ports are
connected to the capsules’ state machine as the ultimate
sources and destinations of signals sent by capsules.
Each port of a capsule plays a particular role in the
collaboration between the capsule and its interacting
object. To define the legal flow of signals between two
interacted capsules, the concept of a protocol is
introduced. (Protocols are described in Section 2.2.)
Normally every port is associated with a protocol in a
connection. In UML-RT, ports can be illustrated in
different ways depending on the purpose of a diagram,
as shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4.
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Figure 1: Collaboration diagram (internal view of a capsule).
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Figure 2: An example of a single port named b belonging to capsule class CapsuleClassA.
The port realizes the master role of the protocol defined by protocol class ProtocolA.
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Figure 3: Port notation-class
diagram.
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Figure 4: Port notation – collaboration diagram.
Black-filled squares represent ports with base roles.
White-filled squares represent ports with conjugate roles.

Connectors are actually information channels that
support the defined signal-based protocols in a model.
A connector can only connect ports that play
complementary roles in the protocol associated with the
connector. The difference between a connector and a
protocol is that a protocol is an abstract specification of
desired behaviors while a connector is a physical object
that transmits signals between ports. In UML, a
connector is represented as an association (as shown in
Figures 1 and 4). The relationship between a connector
and its associated protocol is implicit through the
connected ports.

2.2. Behavior Modeling in UML-RT
The three basic constructs for modeling behavior of a
system are protocols, state machines, and time service.
Protocols define a contractual agreement between
the communicating participants. They are usually
associated with connectors and leave the roles defined
by them to be realized by ports. In the specification of a
protocol, incoming and outgoing signal sets are
normally listed to describe behavior that occurs across a
connector. See Figure 5.
As a specialization, binary protocols involve just
two participants. The roles played by different
participating ports under this protocol are called base
role and conjugate role respectively. Only the base role
is specified in the protocol, whereas the conjugate role

is derived by directly inverting the incoming and
outgoing signal sets.
A state machine is a behavior that specifies the
sequences of states an object goes through during its
lifetime in response to events, together with its
responses to those events. It is a means of modeling the
dynamic aspects of a system. State machines are mostly
concerned with the flow of control from activity to
activity, and the states of the objects and the transitions
among those states (a simple state machine is shown in
Figure 6).
Time service provides a facility to transfer timing
requirements from capsules, or state machines into
signal-based events to trigger certain actions. Time
service can be accessed through standard ports called
service access points. The protocol associated is called
TimeServiceSAP (a system-defined protocol role).
When a task needs to initiate a time-related activity, it
asks the time service to send a special timeout message
at the desired time instant. The facility to help realize
this service is timer, which includes both one shot and
periodic timers. For example, the RTTimespec class is
used to hold relative times. To ask the time service to
send out a timeout message every 10 seconds, we can
set up a periodic timer with the following function call:
timer.informEvery( RTTimespec(10, 0)).

<<protocol>>
BinaryProtocolA
incoming
signal1
signal2
signal3
outgoing
signal1
signal5
signal6
Figure 5: Class diagram - protocol.

3. Capturing Temporal Properties in
UML-RT
Our long-term goal is to automate the evaluation of
the temporal correctness of real-time applications
developed using UML-RT. Evaluating the temporal
correctness of an application is called schedulability
analysis in the real-time literature. The traditional
methods of schedulability analysis identify tasks in the
system whose jobs are executed with a regular pattern.
Task attributes—such as the execution pattern (ratebased, periodic, sporadic, or aperiodic), start time,
maximum execution time, response time bound, and
precedence constraints—are then defined and a
schedulability condition is evaluated. A positive result
from the schedulability condition implies temporal
correctness (i.e., all response time bounds will be met).
While some work has been done on determining
the schedulability of object-oriented real-time systems
(e.g., [1, 4, 5, 10, 15, 16, and 17]), to the best of our
knowledge, only Saksena and his co-authors [15, 16,
17] have developed a systematic approach for capturing
the temporal attributes of an application from the UMLRT model. Their method uses an extended sequence
diagram to identify the tasks that are executed as a
result of an external event. Our method differs
primarily in that we use the protocol signals associated
with each port of a capsule to identify the initial task
set. This approach recognizes that all work performed
in a reactive system is done so in response to an event
(which is triggered by a signal in UML-RT). Our
method has three steps: (1) create the initial real-time
task set from the actions performed in response to
events handled by objects in the system; (2) refine the
task set by identifying precedence constraints in the
causal set of actions using a sequence diagram; and (3)
represent the resulting real-time task set and associated
temporal attributes using the extensibility mechanism of
UML.

Figure 6: A simple state machine.

3.1. Creating the Initial Task Set
Active objects of a real-time system execute in
response to events generated by other objects (in
capsules), the expiration of timers, or the external
environment. These events are called triggering events.
A sequence of jobs executed in response to a recurring
(triggering) event constitutes a task in real-time
scheduling theory. Therefore, the task set is created by
identifying all active objects and the work performed in
response to triggering events. All such events are
represented by one of the following three types of
signals in a UML-RT model.
The first type is the signal defined in protocols
that are realized by ports via connectors between
different capsules. The majority of signals in a UMLRT model belong to this category. The second type is
the signal transmitted between the time service and
capsules. When a capsule needs to initiate a timer in
time service, it sends a signal to timer service for the
application. Upon the expiration of the timer, a signal is
sent back from time service to the capsule to trigger an
event. The protocol applied for this purpose is system
pre-defined Timing protocol. The third type of signals
is found between capsules and their environment,
including the system itself and user operations. In
UML-RT, events generated by the external
environment (including human interaction) are
represented using the actor communicates-association
scheme of ROOM. Under this scheme, use cases and
actors interact by sending signals to one another. There
can be only one communicates-association between a
use case and an actor. The complete network of such
associations constructs a picture of the communication
between the system and its environment.
Thus, we build our initial task set by associating a
task with the actions performed by active objects in
response to every signal in a UML-RT model. A task’s
execution pattern (e.g., rate-based, periodic, sporadic,
or aperiodic) and frequency is determined by the signal
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Figure 7: Structure Diagram – AlarmClockDesign.
triggering the task (active object). If a signal is defined
in a binary protocol, it represents one task. Otherwise, if
a signal is defined in a multiple protocol, the number of
capsules interacting via the signal determines the
number of tasks required to model the object’s
execution behavior. The multiple tasks derived from the
same signal are unique from a scheduling theory
perspective since they have different temporal
attributes. The temporal parameters of tasks are
specified as attributes of the triggering signal by
extending UML-RT slightly (as described in Section
3.3).

Example. We illustrate our method of identifying
real-time tasks using a small part of a simple real-time
AlarmClock application, which was presented and
modeled in the Rational Rose RealTime 6.0 tutorial
[14]. We have used some of the diagrams, including
protocols, provided in the software and the tutorial, and
modified them as needed for our presentation. In the
AlarmClock system, the basic components are the
alarm controller, clock controller, time tick hardware,
and GUI. The GUI includes a GUI proxy, smart
buttons, and a button controller. All of these
components are abstracted as capsules in the model.
Protocols are defined to describe the messages
exchanged between different objects. Moreover,
necessary state diagrams, collaboration diagrams, and
structure diagrams are drawn to deeply analyze the
system.
For the purpose of simplifying the presentation, we
focus on only a part of the system. Without losing
generality, the sub-system we analyze is the clock

<<protocol>>
TimeTickInterface
setRelativeTime

<<protocol>>
ClockInterface

control system, which interacts with most of the other
components. To make the implementation as simple as
possible, we have limited the number of capsules in the
model. So signals sent to the GUI proxy and smart
buttons are both treated as passing to AlarmClockGUI
without differentiation. The structure diagram of the
system is shown in Figure 7.
The central component in this sub-system is the
ClockController capsule, which encapsulates the
current time, and responds to time setting button events
originating from the GUI. As shown in Figure 7, it
accepts signals from capsule TimeTickHardware via
port tick to set time and sends signals to capsule
AlarmClockGui via port clockIf to force the GUI to
visually show time. There are several protocols that
define the incoming and outgoing signals transmitted
between these capsules, time service, and the
environment, to fulfill the functionality, as shown in
Figure 8.
The TimeTickInterface protocol connects the
TimeTickHardware capsule with other capsules that
need to know about the passage of time. The
ClockInterface protocol includes messages exchanged
between the AlarmClockGui and the ClockController.
The Timing protocol allows capsules to communicate
with time service. The GUIComm protocol includes
messages exchanged between the Real-Time
AlarmClock model and the external world.
In the clock control sub-system, there are two
categories of functionality: showing clock time and
setting clock time. From the protocols shown in
Figure 8, a task set of 8 tasks can be obtained. Figure
9 graphically depicts the resulting task set.
<<protocol>>
Timing

setAbsoluteTime
showTime
forceShowTime

timeout

<<protocol>>
GUIComm
powerOn
setSetTimeOn
setSetTimeOff

Figure 8: Protocols used in the clock control sub-system.

<<task>>
Task4
{signal = ClockInterface.forceShowTime}

<<protocol>>
TimeTickInterface
<<protocol>>
ClockInterface
<<task>>
Task2
{signal = TimeTickInterface.setRelativeTime}

<<task>>
Task7
{signal = ClockInterface.showTime}

<<task>>
Task6
{signal = ClockInterface.setAbsoluteTime}

<<task>>
Task1
{signal = GUIComm.powerOn}

<<protocol>>
Timing
<<protocol>>
GUIComm

<<task>>
Task5
{signal = GUIComm.setSetTimeOn}

<<task>>
Task3
{signal = Timing.timeout}
<<task>>
Task8
{signal = GUIComm.setSetTimeOff}

Figure 9: Generation of a task set based on signals defined in protocols.

3.2. Refining the Task Set with Precedence
Constraints
In real-time systems, tasks are not always
independent and may be restricted to execute in some
order. This is especially true when considering a chain
of tasks connected by connectors. We call the tasks
related to the same signal base task and conjugate task
respectively, in accordance with the concepts of base
role and conjugate role in UML-RT. A conjugate task
should not be executed until the arrival of a signal
generated by its base task. Therefore, precedence
constraints exist between two such tasks. Accordingly,
these constraints should be taken into account during
schedulability analysis.
A sequence diagram shows an interaction in a
system [2]. It depicts the set of objects in the interaction
and their relationships, including the messages that may
be transmitted between them. It emphasizes the time
ordering of messages, from which precedence

constraints between events are implied. We adopt this
approach to graphically show the existence of
precedence constraints in the task set. (We note that
Saksena an his co-authors also used sequence diagrams
to create the task set and to identify precedence
constraints [15, 16, 17]. Our use differs in that we use
them to refine the existing task set, not to create it.)
In Figure 10, we present the sequence diagrams for
showing clock time and setting clock time respectively.
Four tasks are required to show clock time correctly.
The first task T1 (Apply Timer) is associated with
capsule TimeTickHardware and is triggered by signal
powerOn. It is a sporadic task that sets a periodic timer
to count ticks. The second task T2 (Ticking) is triggered
by a signal timeout in capsule TimeTickHardware. It
is a periodic task that records the passage of a tick. The
third task T3 (Tick Accumulation) in ClockController,
is triggered by the periodic signal setRelativeTime
generated by task T2. It keeps track of the passage of
ticks and notifies AlarmClockGUI to update time once
a second. In capsule AlarmClockGui, task T4

Figure 10: Sequence Diagram for showing and setting clock time.
(Display/Update Time) updates the display of time
periodically upon the arrival of signal forceShowTime
from task T3. These four tasks are all released at the
moment when the overall system is initiated (power on)
with the described precedence constraints. (Periodic
tasks are contained within the dotted rectangle. Tasks
outside the dotted rectangle are sporadic.) The other
functionality–setting clock time–requires four sporadic
tasks. Task T5 (Enter Setting Clock) performs the
steps required to enter the setting-clock-time mode.
Task T6 (Set Clock) sets desired time. Task T7
(Display/Update Time) updates the display of time set
by task T6. Task T8 (Exit Setting Clock) performs the
steps required to exit the setting-clock-time mode.
These tasks are associated with signals setSetTimeOn,
setAbsoluteTime, showTime, and setSetTimeOff
respectively.
Thus, from the sequence diagrams, tasks T2 and T3
are base task and conjugate task; they have precedence
constraints because T3 can not be executed until T2 has
finished its execution and sent the signal
setRelativeTime. Similarly, tasks T3 and T4 have
precedence constraints between them. Task T4 will not
begin its execution until tasks T3 has recorded the
accumulation of ticks for one second. Similarly,
precedence constraints exist between tasks T5/T6, and
tasks T6/T7.

3.3. Representing Task Attributes in UMLRT
We now show how to represent the resulting realtime task set and associated temporal attributes using
the extensibility mechanism of UML. The traditional
ways of extending UML are stereotypes, tagged values,
and constraints. A stereotype allows users to create new

kinds of problem-specific building blocks. It represents
the meaning and usage of the newly created element. A
tagged value provides new information in terms of
pseudo attributes in the element’s specification. Tags
are normally enclosed in braces in the form of {tag =
value}, but tags with long text values may be placed in
a separate compartment at the bottom of the classifier’s
icon. A constraint is a way of adding new rules or
modifying existing ones. To realize the extension in
our model, we create an abstract data class that
encapsulates the seven-tuple (T, S, R, E, D, Pred,
Succ), as shown in Figure 11, where
T – The task type: a combination of ratebased/periodic/sporadic/aperiodic
and
preemptable/non-preemptable. (We believe
that most active objects are best modeled
with the rate-based execution model [9], but
also support modeling object execution
using more traditional real-time task
execution models.)
S – The absolute start time (first release time) of
the task.
R – The execution rate of the task specified as (x,
y): x executions in y time units. (A periodic
task with period y is specified as (1, y).)
E – The maximum expected execution time of the
task.
D – The relative response time (deadline) for the
task.
Pred – The predecessor task (or the environment)
that generates the signal to be processed.
Succ – The successor task (or the environment)
that receives the signal generated by this
task.

In Figure 11, the abstract class is modeled with the
stereotype and tagged value mechanism. An instance of
the class, which is discussed next, is shown as well.
With this extension, all events in the system generated
either by capsules or the environment (to trigger
activities or state transitions) can be captured.
Returning to our AlarmClock example, in which
we previously identified eight tasks and their
precedence constraints (if any), the task set is
represented using the tuple notation as:
π = {T1: (sporadic/nonpreemptable, 0, (1, infinity),
e1, 1ms, environment, TimeTickHardware)
T2: (periodic/preemptable, 0, (1, 1ms), e2, 1ms,
time service, T3 )
T3: (periodic/preemptable, 0, (1, 1s), e3, 1s, T2,
T4)
T4: (periodic/preemptable, 0, (1, 1s), e4, 1s, T3,
AlarmClockGui)
T5: (sporadic/preemptable, 0, (x5,y5), e5, d5,
environment, T6)
T6: (sporadic/preemptable, 0, (x5,y5), e6, d6, T5,
T7)
T7: (sporadic/preemptable, 0, (x5,y5), e7, d7, T6,
AlarmClockGui)
T8: (sporadic/preemptable, 0, (x5,y5), e8, d8,
environment, AlarmClockGui)}
The graphical representation of task T2 is shown as an
instance of the task class in Figure 11. For space
considerations, we have omitted the graphical
representation of the other tasks. Notice that some of
the temporal attributes in our example are specified
with variables. These variables represent attributes that
we were unable to identify directly from the model, and
require user inputs. However, our method clearly
identifies these attributes and makes it clear which
variables are yet to be defined during any phase of the
design. (Note that the execution rates for tasks T6, T7,

<<task>>
TaskA
{signal = ProtocolA.signal1}
T
S
R
E
D
Pred
Succ

and T8 are the same as the execution rate of task T5.
This is because of the precedence relations between
tasks T5, T6, and T7, and the fact that we expect task T8
(Exit Setting Clock) to be executed just as often as task
T5 (Enter Setting Clock).)
Using this method, a task set for schedulability
analysis based on the UML-RT model of the system
can be successfully developed. Thus, the schedulability
of the application can be evaluated for a given
scheduling algorithm as soon as the temporal
parameters are fully specified. If the task set is not
schedulable, some temporal parameters will need to be
adjusted to acceptable ranges, or more seriously the
system may need to be re-designed. Thus, the earlier
we discover such problems in the design process, the
better. By doing scheduling analysis, confidence that
the system being developed will work correctly with all
temporal parameters being met is gained before the
final stage of product development. Our method strictly
follows all of the concepts in UML-RT. Moreover, the
newly introduced abstract data class is realizable with
minor extensions and promotes temporal properties to
first-class attributes of the application.

4. Related Work
State machines in UML are based on statecharts
presented by Harel in [6] to deal with the specification
and design of complex discrete-event systems such as
multi-computer real-time systems, and communication
protocols. His approach recognizes the states/events
pair for describing the behavioral aspects of complex
systems. Statecharts extend conventional state diagrams
with three additional elements: levels of states, interlevel transitions, and communication between
concurrent components. Harel’s work turns the method
of state diagrams into a highly integrated and structured
language. Although Harel also advocated associating
parameters with states, and verify the description of a
<<task>>
Task2
{signal =
TimeTickInterface.
setRelativeTime }
T = periodic/preemptable
S=0
R = (1, 1ms)
E = e2
D = 1ms
Pred = time service
Succ = T3

(abstract class)
Figure 11:Class diagram-task

(instance)

system against a Temporal Logic (TL) [18]
specification of the system, we are not aware of any
extensions of UML that do so.
Another specification language for real-time
systems is modechart, which was first proposed by
Jahanian and Mok [7, 8] and later extended by
Brockmeyer et. al. [3]. A mode is defined as a partition
of the overall states of a system that represents a
modular specification of large state machines. Similar
to statecharts, modes are recognized in different levels
hierarchically and connected by mode transitions. At
the same level, modes are either serial or parallel.
Modechart is described semantically with real time
logic (RTL) [8] to verify absolute timing constraints.
RTL was invented with the purpose of specifying
timing properties, in both relative and absolute form, of
events in real-time systems. Certain actions are
supposed to happen upon the occurrence of some
events. An action normally has two events associated
with it, one represents the initialization of the action,
and the other is its completion.
These methods certainly have their usage and
advantages when specifying requirements. Moreover,
they can be used to validate real-time systems against
the temporal parameters captured by them. However,
we conjecture practitioners have been slow to adopt
these methods because of their complexity. It would
also seem that these methods rely primarily on the
behavioral state/event pairs of real-time systems
without providing adequate support modeling other
aspects of the system. Thus, we have focused our
research in this area on UML-RT, which is likely to be
widely accepted by the object-oriented real-time
community.
This work was greatly influenced by [19] in which
Selic proposed an extension to ROOM models to
support schedulability analysis. By recognizing that
digital computers actually transform continuous-time
signals into series of events that occur at regular time
intervals, the concept of a periodic timer was
introduced for ROOM models. A periodic timer was
defined as a six-tuple Tp: (T, D, C, A, P, X). T is the
period of the timer. D is the deadline. C is the execution
time. A is the destination to which the timeout event
will be sent. P is the priority of the timeout event, and X
is an optional data item accompanied with the timeout
message. With this extension, Selic claimed it would be
possible to perform scheduling analysis from ROOM
models, but no details were given. Selic only
considered periodic tasks triggered by a timer. Other
events initiated by an object, or by the system
environment, were not addressed.
This work is most closely related to research
conducted by Saksena and his co-authors [15, 16, 17].
Though their research concerning schedulability
analysis of object-oriented real-time systems was

originally based on ROOM, it directly applies to UMLRT, as shown in [17]. While there has been other work
done on determining the schedulability of objectoriented real-time systems (e.g., [1, 4, 5, 10]), to the
best of our knowledge, only Saksena and his co-authors
have developed a systematic approach for capturing the
temporal attributes of an application from the UML-RT
model. Their method uses an extended sequence
diagram to identify a causal set of actions (called a
transaction) that are executed as a result of an external
event.
As stated previously, our method differs
primarily in that we use the protocol signals associated
with each port of a capsule to identify the initial task
set. Once the task set and associated temporal
parameters have been identified using our method, the
schedulability analysis work of Saksena and Karvelas
in [17] can be applied for fixed priority scheduling
algorithms. To the best of our knowledge,
schedulability analysis for real-time applications with
an object-oriented design and executed with a deadlinedriven scheduling algorithm remains an open problem.

5. Conclusions
We have presented a method to capture temporal
parameters of a real-time application by extending
UML-RT. The method has three steps: (1) create the
initial real-time task set from the actions performed in
response to events handled by active objects in the
system; (2) refine the task set by identifying precedence
constraints in the causal set of actions using a sequence
diagram; and (3) represent the resulting real-time task
set and associated temporal attributes using the
extensibility mechanism of UML. The third step of our
method creates an abstract class in the UML-RT model
to store the temporal parameters and other relevant
information.
Our method has three benefits. First, it enhances
the description and modeling of a real-time system by
capturing more temporal parameters and making them
first-class attributes in the model. Second, it enriches
(UML and) UML-RT and can easily be integrated into
tool sets that support such modeling. Third, and perhaps
the most significant, it helps ensure that a real-time
system modeled with UML-RT is schedulable (so no
deadlines will be missed) and such analysis can begin
early in the design process.
We are currently working to automate our method
to generate a task set for schedulability analysis
automatically from a UML-RT model. We are also
evaluating our method with more complicated real-time
systems.
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